Fifteen lets you add cinemascope crops, music from your iTunes library, and text with many fonts to choose from. It also lets you tweak the properties of your video. Such as brightness, saturation, sharpness, vignette and many more.

You can add and trim music.

You can add text with over 25 fonts

Rotate and move text

Check out the website: fifteenapp.co
9GAGR

- First unofficial 9gag.com iOS App
- All functionalities available
- 250k+ downloads
- 50k+ MAU
- 4.8 Star Rating

Thank you all for supporting us in this path. We are working really hard to make it better.

All the main 9Gag functions are FREE unlike other 9gag apps.
You can view all Hot, Trending, Vote, Discover & Likes pages, login, comment, share to social media.

Plus these you can make your own memes and upload them to 9Gag.
ChatMate

- Stickers for chat apps
- Ad and IAP Revenue
- 3M+ Installs 100K+ MAU
- 4.7 Star Rating

New Emojis Stickers Emoticons Smileys for for WhatsApp, KIK Messenger, Tango, LINE, BBM, IM+, WeChat, Facebook Messenger, iMessage, Yahoo Messenger Y

ChatMate - Stickers for Whatsapp, iMessage, Kik Messenger, Phone Line
by Okaris Apps
Interpreter

- Keyboard extension for iOS
- Translate incoming and outgoing messages
- Unique UI/UX Design
Filter Off

- iOS Spam Filter extension
- AI/ML to detect spam content
- Automatic filtering
- Manual rule building

Filter Off is an app that filters your SMS and MMS and puts the unwanted ones in the junk folder.
Anony / Anoninja

Anonymous messaging bot.

Ask Anony to match you with a stranger. Become whomever you want, tell whatever you want.

50k+ users sent 8M+ messages and 100k+ images!

- Messenger and Telegram chat bot
- Winner of Facebook FBStart program
- 50k+ active users in 2 weeks of launch
- 8M+ messages exchanged
Coralline

- Glocal social media app.
- Micro blog for geolocations
Fire monsters have taken over the infinitely tall Strawberry Brick Residential building.

You are FIREBOY! Save the residents by putting out the fires! Missing the fire will mean the end of you! Have an amazing time battling fires and battling your friends to see who can get more fires!
Duck Rage

- Flappy bird meets Duck Hunt
- In a world where tiny, angry flapping birds are driving us crazy, here is a game that'll let you get even! Enjoy hours of addictive gallery style shooting. Our simple and pure game play will give you hours of pleasure!
Miyagi Chop

- Catch the flies with your chopsticks
- Homage to Karate Kid movies
Skateboy

- Skating game
- Casual
- Unreleased
clients & references

okaris.com